CrewSight
CrewLane
Secure your construction site with tough, light, dependable turnstiles and
simple, intuitive access control software, today.

24/7 security with turnstile access control
Portable: move the turnstile as your perimeter changes Plug
and play: MAC Lite arrives complete, just add power Secure:
reduce theft and unwanted access immediately Flexible:
comes in SINGLE or DUAL lane configurations Cost effective:
Built light for market leading shipping rates

MAC Lite is a new innovation to simplify construction site security. Coupled with
CrewSight software, you can automate access and compliance for all workers,
giving you peace of mind that everyone who’s on-site, should be.

Couple CrewLane turnstiles with the best construction access
CrewSight Access Control
Need more security? Control access to your jobsite with CrewSight Access Control.
This system links to turnstiles which grant or restrict access to your site based on the
permissions you set workers. Easily enroll, on-board, badge and grant access to any
worker or visitor and ensure no one without a badge can access your site.
We can provide the software, badging, turnstiles and anything else you may require to
secure your jobsite.
Make construction compliance simple with CrewSight Access Control
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RUGGED CONSTRUCTION TURNSTILES
CrewLane is a new innovation to simplify construction site security.
Coupled with CrewSight software, you can automate access and compliance
for all workers, giving you peace of mind that everyone who’s on-site, should

24/7 security with turnstile access control

Tech specs:

Portable: move the turnstile as your perimeter changes

CrewLane weight, and Electrical Specifcations:

Modular: Need more lanes? String turnstiles together

Single lane: 1,300 lbs

Plug and play: CrewLane arrives complete, just add power

Dual lane:

Rugged: built to last as long as your project and beyond

2,300 lbs

CrewLane dimensions include base

Simple maintenance: industry leading mechanism

Single lane: 6'3"(W) x 5'-11 5/16(L) x 8'-4 5/8” (H)

Cost effective: Built light for market leading shipping rates

Dual lane: 9'-2 1/ 16”(W) x 5'-11 5/16” (L) x8' 4 5/8”(H)

Secure: reduce theft and unwanted access immediately

Requires 120/240V, 1-Phase, 3 wire, 3 Amps

Flexible: comes in SINGLE or DUAL lane configurations

Couple CrewLane turnstiles with the best construction
access
CrewSight Access Control
Need more security? Control access to your jobsite with CrewSight Access
Control. This system links to turnstiles which grant or restrict access to your
site based on the permissions you set workers. Easily enroll, on-board, badge
and grant access to any worker or visitor and ensure no one without a badge
can access your site.
We can provide the software, badging, turnstiles and anything else you may
require to secure your jobsite.
Make construction compliance simple with CrewSight Access Control
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